
  BROOKLYN HEIGHTS POLICE BLOTTER  

 
1/1/21 Valley View PD requesting mutual aid for accident on I-480 E/B; shut down lanes I-480 

E/B at 77 split; while on scene, vehicle drove through closed highway and failed to stop 
until turnaround; driver cited for no driver’s license, full time and attention and public 
safety vehicle approach; occupant cited for open container in motor vehicle.   

 
1/2/21 Report of erratic driver on I-480 W/B; unable to locate.  Driver cited for speed 80/60.  

Two-car accident I-480 E/B; information taken for report; driver cited for reasonable 
control and driving under suspension.     

 
1/3/21 Driver taken into custody on Granger Road for speed 53/35, OVI, BAC > .08 and open 

container in motor vehicle; possible further charges for having drugs in a correctional 
facility; vehicle towed.   

 
1/4/21 Assisted Cuyahoga Heights PD with traffic stop.  Two-car accident I-480 W/B; located in 

Independence; stood by for Independence PD.   
 
1/5/21 Abandoned vehicle I-480 E/B; private tow.  Driver cited for driving under suspension on 

Valley Belt.  Water main break on West 4th Street; water department notified.  Two-car 
accident Granger and Lancaster; driver cited for assured clear distance ahead.  Driver 
cited for marked lanes on I-480 E/B.  Male on station reporting assault that took place in 
Cleveland; advised to report to Cleveland PD 2nd District.   

  
1/7/21 Parma resident on Tuxedo reporting suspicious male walking through yards; checked 

area; unable to locate.  Driver cited for brake lights required and drug abuse.  Located 
disabled vehicle on Granger Road; key in ignition; airbags deployed and damage to 
windshield; vehicle towed and owner contacted and stated was victim of hit/skip; 
information taken for report.   

 
1/8/21 Catalytic convertor theft on Valley Belt; report taken.  Report of hit/skip accident on 176 

S/B to I-480 E/B; advised happened in Cleveland.  Report of erratic driver I-480 E/B; 
unable to locate.  Flagged down by motorist reporting injured deer in park; unable to 
locate.   

 
1/9/21 Report of domestic dispute on Tuxedo; party in custody and charged with domestic 

violence.   
 
1/10/21 Seven Hills PD requesting mutual aid regarding pursuit on Granger Road; pursuit 

terminated at Warner Road.  Located unoccupied disabled vehicle that struck guard rail; 
heavy front end damage; strong odor of alcohol coming from interior of vehicle; owner 
identified and vehicle towed.  Kent PD reporting stolen bicycle purchased by subject on-
line; bike confiscated and returned to owner.   

 
1/11/21 Driver cited on Granger Road for red light violation and driving under suspension.  

Resident locked out of home; entry gained.  Report taken for catalytic convertor theft on 
Valley Belt.   

 
1/13/21 Provided mutual aid to Broadview Heights PD regarding vehicle with two occupants 

fleeing on 77 N/B and Rockside; Broadview Heights officer was injured and transported 
to hospital; suspect was shot in the leg.  Driver cited for speed on E. Schaaf.   

 
1/14/21 Driver cited for speed on Granger Road; 51/35.  Vehicles on West 8th issued warning 

citations for prohibited parking 3:00 a.m. – 5:00 a.m.  Report of suspicious vehicle on 
North Street in cul-de-sac smoking marijuana; checked okay; construction worker waiting 
for crew to arrive; no marijuana found.  Three drivers cited for speed on Granger Road.  

 



1/15/21 Vehicle on West 8th issued warning citation for prohibited parking 3:00 a.m. – 5:00 a.m.  
Report of male soliciting on Granger Road; checked okay; driver from disabled vehicle 
transported to station to wait for ride.  Report of suspicious male on Marko Lane; unable 
to locate.  Party cited for speed.  Observed disabled vehicle with damage on I-480 W/B; 
female occupant had active warrant and transported to CCSO; also located narcotics.   

 
1/16/21 Driver cited for speed on I-480 E/B.  Driver cited on I-480 W/B for driver’s license 

required.  Driver cited for speed.  Assisted Parma PD with perimeter foot search for driver 
that fled from traffic stop; suspect located by Parma PD and taken into custody.  Driver 
cited for speed.  Residence on Tuxedo checked for missing juvenile; unable to locate; no 
answer at door.   

 
1/17/21 Driver cited on Granger Road for no driver’s license and two headlights required; turned 

over to Cleveland PD on active warrant; vehicle towed.   
 
1/18/21 Driver cited on I-480 W/B for failure to yield to emergency vehicle.  Driver cited for driving 

under suspension on Granger Road.  Observed vehicle parked at upper level of park; 
advised on park hours.   

 
1/19/21 Driver cited on Granger Road for driving under suspension and red light violation; turned 

over to Cleveland PD on active warrant.  Child custody dispute on Brookpark Road; child 
turned over to mother; resolved.  Driver cited on Granger Road for driving under 
suspension; advised on license plate obstruction and seat belt.  Driver cited for speed on 
Granger Road; 57/35.   

 
1/20/21 One-car accident I-480 E/B; vehicle towed.  Warning citation issued for prohibited 

parking.  Report of icy roadway and stuck vehicle facing wrong way on Granger Road; 
assisted with getting vehicle off roadway.  Report of possible fraudulent on-line trading of 
sports memorabilia; party contacted and items returned.  Driver cited for speed on I-480 
E/B.   

 
1/21/21 Business owner reporting former employee did not return tools, computer and non-

payment of pick-up truck; information taken for report; unable to locate pick-up truck at 
last known location.  Driver cited on E. Schaaf for driving under suspension.  Driver cited 
for speed on Granger Road.   

 
1/22/21 Driver cited for speed on I-480 E/B.  Observed broken window at building on Resource 

Drive; interior checked with keyholder; nothing of value missing.   
 
1/23/21 Warning citation issued for prohibited parking hours.  Driver on E. Schaaf advised on 

speed.   
 
1/24/21 Observed vehicle roll-over on I-480 E/B; minor injuries; Fire Department notified; located 

in Independence; Independence PD to handle.   
 
1/25/21 Report of suspicious male walking between houses on Galway Circle; located on 

Lancaster Drive; checked okay; meter reader for First Energy.  Driver cited for speed on 
E. Schaaf.  Driver cited on I-480 E/B for driving under suspension and obstructed plates.  
Driver cited on Granger Road for driving under suspension and two headlights required; 
advised on warrant with Warrensville Heights PD.   

 
1/26/21 Party on station reporting damage to vehicle caused by piece of metal that fell from 

another vehicle; report taken.  Driver cited on I-480 E/B for temporary permit required, no 
licensed driver and headlights required.   

 
1/27/21 Party on station reporting identity theft; report taken.  Traffic stop on Granger Road; party 

taken into custody for improper handling of firearm in motor vehicle.   
 



1/28/21 Assisted Parma PD with pursuit of motor vehicle heading 176 N/B; Cleveland PD notified; 
unable to locate.  Report of suspicious vehicle on Tuxedo Avenue; occupants attempting 
to located towed vehicle; directions given to tow company in Maple Hts.  Driver cited on 
E. Schaaf for failing to stop for school bus and drug abuse.  Driver cited on Granger Road 
for headlights required.  Two-car accident I-480 E/B; driver cited for assured clear 
distance ahead.   

 
1/29/21 Driver taken into custody on Granger Road for OVI.  Provided traffic control to Valley 

View PD for multiple accidents on I-480 W/B.   
 
1/30/21 Driver cited on I-480 E/B for driving under suspension.  Driver cited on I-480 W/B for 

driving under suspension.  Driver cited on Brookpark Road for driving under suspension.  
Driver cited on Granger Road for speed and marked lanes.  Driver cited on Granger Rod 
for speed (51/35) and no driver’s license; no valid drivers or ID’s for 8 passengers; 3 
firearms located; 3 juvenile passengers admitted to owning the firearms and confirmed 
one was stolen; parties arrested and transported to police station for booking. 


